IR+vacuum ultraviolet (118 nm) nonresonant ionization spectroscopy of methanol monomers and clusters: neutral cluster distribution and size-specific detection of the OH stretch vibrations.
Small methanol clusters are formed by expanding a mixture of methanol vapor seeded in helium and are detected using vacuum UV (vuv) (118 nm) single-photon ionization/linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS). Protonated cluster ions, (CH3OH)(n-1)H+ (n=2-8), formed through intracluster ion-molecule reactions following ionization, essentially correlate to the neutral clusters, (CH3OH)n, in the present study using 118 nm light as the ionization source. Both experimental and Born-Haber calculational results clarify that not enough excess energy is released into protonated cluster ions to initiate further fragmentation in the time scale appropriate for linear TOFMS. Size-specific spectra for (CH3OH)n (n=4 to 8) clusters in the OH stretch fundamental region are recorded by IR+vuv (118 nm) nonresonant ion-dip spectroscopy through the detection chain of IR multiphoton predissociation and subsequent vuv single-photon ionization. The general structures and gross features of these cluster spectra are consistent with previous theoretical calculations. The lowest-energy peak contributed to each cluster spectrum is redshifted with increasing cluster size from n=4 to 8, and limits near approximately 3220 cm(-1) in the heptamer and octamer. Moreover, IR+vuv nonresonant ionization detected spectroscopy is employed to study the OH stretch first overtone of the methanol monomer. The rotational temperature of the clusters is estimated to be at least 50 K based on the simulation of the monomer rotational envelope under clustering conditions.